
Platform for publishing, discussing and adding of knwoledge 

in the field of paragliding (open e-book) 

 

Goals: 

- publishing knowledge in the field of paragliding (aerodyamics, meteorology, etc) 

as an e-book; 

- general comment of the content and its expert discussion; 

- gathering of new questions and their expert discussion; 

- correcting the existing content and adding new content; 

 

Moduls needed for reaching the goals: 

- e-book 

- forum 

- comment 

- dictionary 

- search 

- navigation 

- photo and video gallery and others  

- users 

 

 

 



Structure 

The modules (e-book, forum, comment, gallery and probably others) should have 

the same structure and navigation opportunity. 

The elements of structure are: 

- subject/book(e.g. aerodynamics); 

- chapter/category ( e.g. aerostatic); 

- sub category (e.g. take off) 

- sub sub category (e.g. take off in no wind) 

- lesson/content (e.g. take off in no wind from a slope) 

 

For the e-book module, the lesson is the basic element of information and must 

have maximum functionality (text, pictures, printing). The lessons are not only at 

the bottom of the structure, they can be added next to the higher elements of the 

structure for more explanations. For example after entering the chapter 

aerostatic, there must be a lesson giving a definition and then come the sub 

categories. 

 

For the forum module, instead of static lesson, there is a sub category (e.g. take 

off in no wind from a slope) and in it there is a forum topic with the same name 

where users discuss the content from the e-book. Users may open other topics in 

case of deepening the discussion and need of more clarification.  

If a new lesson emergeces from the discussion, then the e-book editor adds it to 

the initial sub category before or after the initial lesson which triggered the 

discussion 



If new questions arise from the discussion and there is need to deepen the 

content, then forum moderators can create sub sub category (e.g. take off in no 

wind from a slope with changing angle) where users continue their discussions.  

If the new discussions in the new forum sub sub category create new lessons, 

then the e-book editor creates a new sub sub sub category and adds the new 

lessons in them. 

 

New lesson may arise outside the forum discussion and then the e-book editor 

adds it and creates new sub category if needed. 

 

This way the whole structure of modules is altered by the e-book editor or by 

forum moderators. The structure changes should automatically take effect for 

main modules simultaniously. The forum discussion may take a long time and may 

require new sub categories and new topics. These new categories shouldn't be 

visible in the e-book part until approved by the editor (usually after emerging of 

new lessons). 

 

Users module. There are: 

- admins - control the whole site 

- e-book editors 

- forum moderators 

- expert users who can participate in forum discussions and comment  

- normal users who can only comment the content of the e-book 

- visitors who can view modules (e-book, forum, comments, dictionary, gallery) 

 



E-book module has: 

- lessons 

- navigation 

- dictionary/index links of terminology used in the specific lesson (the hyperlinks in 

the middle of the text in wikipedia are annoying) edited by the e-book editor 

- link for the corresponding forum module discussion. If there is no discussion yet, 

then the user selects a disputed text or picture and presses this link. This creates a 

new topic with a quote of the disputed text or picture and then the user adds his 

comments. 

- link for the corresponding  comments module element. Again selecting the 

disputed text and pressing the link creates a quote before the user comment. 

 

The lesson consists of text and other elements like picture or video.  

There should be symbol size control and max 6-10 words per sentence or option 

to adjust the sentences length (in wikipedia and most forums, the sentences ate 

too long to read and it's stupid to minimize your browser or increase symbol size 

to make them more easy to read) 

The text editor should allow import from MS Word or others and use of equations 

and special symbols. 

There should be printing or exporting in another format option for a specific 

lesson, for parts of the book or for the whole book. 

 

Dictionary module  

The dictionary can be a copy of e-book module with the difference that the 

lessons are structurized in different subjects/books (e.g. aerodynamically 

terminology) and alphabetical chapters/categories.   



Forum module has: 

- topics with treads 

- navigation 

- dictionary links edited by forum moderators 

- link for the corresponding e-book lesson 

- link for the corresponding comments 

 

The topic with treads is the main part of forum. Expert users can start new treads 

or topics. They can ask the moderators to create or edit new sub categories and 

move topics.  

 

When logged in to the system, the expert users should have a direct link to the 

forum module, apart from the links in the e-book or dictionary modules. When 

they access directly the forum module, they see a list of last treads and topics and 

a list of the last treads and topics they participated in.  

 

Comments module   

The comments module can be copy of forum module with the difference that: 

- users can comment the existing elements (lessons) from the e-book and cannot 

start new topics 

- users can use only plain text for their comments (no access to/aid from galleries, 

etc) 

 

Gallery module 



The purpose of this module is to help the e-book, dictionary and forum modules 

with additional materials like pictures or video and has the same structure. 

It allows expert users, forum moderators, e-book editors to upload, move and 

delete images (jpg, gif, png, pdf, etc) or video. In case of moving or deleting a file, 

there should be a check if it's used somewhere. 

 

Navigation module has 2 purposes: 

- to create and edit the navigational structure. Allowed for e-book editors and 

forum moderators. 

- serving as a site map for all users and visitors; 

 

All modules above (e-book, dictionary, forum, comments, gallery) visualize 

navigation the following way: 

 

navigation bar ( aerodynamics > dynamics of flight >take off > ...) 

 

navigation   lesson 

tree   text, text, text, picture, text 

    

   link to next lesson 

navigation bar ( aerodynamics > dynamics of flight >take off > ...) 

 

It would be good if the navigation tree is dynamic (like My places in google earth 

or other similar programs). If too difficult to make, then it should show a static list 



of 3-4 previous lessons and next 3-4 lessons. When we move to the next lesson, 

the navigational tree list is updated. 

 

Remember  that e-book module shouldn't visualize the whole navigational 

structure. For example the forum discussions may require the creation of new sub 

categories but until there is no production of a new lesson, these new sub 

categories shouldn't be visualized in the e-book and confuse the readers. 

 

On all pages there is a link "site map". When pressed it shows the whole 

navigational structure with the active elements. For example: 

- subject Aerodynamics; 

- category Dynamics of flight; 

- sub category Take off; 

- sub sub category Take off in no wind 

- lesson Take off in no wind from a slope (link to the e-book lesson - if any, link to 

the forum discussion - if any, link to the comments - if any, link to the gallery - if 

any) 

 

Search module 

Searches for key words in the names and content of previous modules. It should 

be external search engines friendly. 

 

Users module 

Manages users and their rights. 



 


